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Two numerical identities.

Two number(s); iter., recur.

Two indices.

What we-require to-implement this;

Two order(s).

Two flow(s).

Memory.... under isolation and recombination............ (:).

Clam P-Shell. - Computer LISP-aided Memory Proc. - #Shell.

K_{3,2} colorable - B_{n}(P_{r}|Q*(q).^\eps)<=\delta,.... O(m,n)~.O(p,q).

To *Shape the function, we need a marginal (delay[1530*40+\eps]) for a triggered event... this can also function as-a control 

synchronization delay on the interval of the expression of procedures.

It would be ideal, to *Then Setup, a basis for the coordinate and symbol-fixing to translate the geometry and *Stokes into the 

algebraic-coordinalization and orientation of the synoptic process.

The triggered event is a synoptic to-which the *Bose-gas of the unit cell is decomposed and processed, reset, and controlled, 

for in a verification of a kind of *Turtle - implementation at tools.

Time-series, of a coordinated-basis, in module for of algebraic [sequential] - geometric entropic conversion and ergodic/non-

ergodic hypothetical, may [for a holographic crystal] decompose the order of a sensing apparatus.

The 'switch' affords a S=2,1,0, and data-run at (@) (2/1/0), for of a 5' for the switched element at a Sobolev space, to 

disaffordance of a Qubit, - thus, preservationally the pass-over may afford via virtual net and hardware what is effectively a 

*Quantum Control Structure, to deficit of a log(n)+log(1/epsilon) on e^{-}#.

- nu fractional does not converge, the I [id*] had remained typical and known, so-of the series, these remain unfractionalized.

1.) Does the 'triggerable' remain different from the virtual interoperative, and, what are the time constraints?

2.) What is the distinction between the layer(s) for in ohms, farads, and henrys, in terms of frequency, ... with l(1)-l(2)?

3.) Is the 'hermite' possibility amendable to the elliptic-process at (@) series, or does it even then work, to tie a knot?

The K-P, for of the elliptic on torsion and tension, and the 'erasing priorly of a 'bit' changes the up-flow.

02:05 pm - 4/25/2024
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We begin with an observation, of locality.

We distribute and apply algebra.

There is, then a design to functionalize or subject to analysis.

We have 'the blind' and 'the rule(s)'.

There is, then the accomodation of means to utilize a graphically based prescription at dictionary.

And, the means to utilize a model system, to speculate, via a past-present-future, decomposition in eigenbasis and 

eigenfunction.... at unity and separative pillars.

One thing, which devolves, becomes earlier, the presuppotive basis at acknowledged 'scheme and variety' of algebraic and 

geometric description.

Measurement then tailors design, at a precept of application to a tool-founded-basis.

This is engineering.

08:20 pm (~1) - 4/25/2024

Growing icicles through percolation, I better* slow-down with respect to not overmarginalizing my process of understanding 

the manner of implentation of procedure and computation with hardware and virtual.

There is a 2:1, on that of the procedure, at 'upper' and 'lower' - but there is two-module relations, and a (2 tick - H.) (1 tick -

C.).

09:55 pm (0):

A 'procedure' at m^{2}-n^{2}+/-2*log(mn) may be, interwoven, and primary with 15:12=180 & 12:15=27+/-1, on QR & LISP.

11:40 pm (~1)

The 'degeneracy' is the result of a misunderstanding of exception, for in choice, at decision making, for by 'exclusion' if the 

fact did not remain with ourselves, it - understood or interpreted - would remain somewhere.  This being understood, that of 

the pin for in a relation for in a conjugate formality of the conditioning of an-expectation for in locality remains accessible to 

one and many, for which our people and one make a quantum-leap, to that of comprehension of the availability of a +/-

S_{x}+/-S_{z}!={0~1}, at the group theoretic quotient of expression.  This is something for which a residue or a trace makes 

available acknowledgement of the synthesis for in L/R and (+0)/(-1), of taxonomic exception to order within chaos as 

comparability.

12:00 am/pm (~1)

The aim therefore at Phase II; is the securable means to discovery of new elucidation of series/parallel pathway to a 

'safe' passage in numerical pattern of flow and variation, through chaos, via applied method and study, and 

electronics.
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